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PART 14 – WHAT’S LEFT? 
 

I still need to build the control system.  This box will operate the beacon 

manually (either by a pilot clicking his/her microphone, or by me walking 

over to it and flipping the on/off switch) or automatically (via a timer or 

photocell switch).  While I expect “normal” operation will be by the 

pilots, I still want to have other control methods available.  Versatility is 

so much easier to incorporate while designing something than to add it 

after it’s finished! 

I’m also contemplating adding a roof over the top platform and its beacon.  (The beacon points out, not up.)  

Roofs for these towers weren’t an option (that we’ve been able to determine, anyway) but I ran across a 

picture of one on the internet a couple of years ago (but I haven’t been able to find it again).  However, it’s not 

unfeasible that some of the northern beacons could’ve had roofs added after they were built to protect their 

beacons from icing up in the winter.  Snow and icing isn’t normally a big issue here in southeast Texas but 

there are still three very important benefits a roof would add to my tower.  First and most importantly is that a 

roof would make my tower and beacon look really cool!  Secondly, it would protect the beacon from our brutal 

Texas summer sun and rain.  And third, a roof would make my tower and beacon look really cool!  The 

drawbacks of a roof is that the lightning rods and weather station would have to be spaced farther out than 

their current mounts, and the roof would have to be lifted off before the beacon could be removed; not that 

I’m expecting it will have to be removed on a regular basis but there may come a time when it will have to 

come down for major repairs or an overhaul).  Another drawback to adding a roof is that it would increase the 

windload factor in a hurricane.  But did I mention how COOL a roof would make my tower and beacon look?  

I’m also searching for a windsock that’ll last more than 6 or 7 months!  I’m about to put up my third one (from 

two different manufacturers) because the first two didn’t last more than a couple of months before severely 

fading from the sun, and then started coming apart at the seams soon after!  The last two socks were made 

from two different types of nylon but this new one is made out of cotton duck and it looks promising.  I’m 

planning to put it up next week.  Have I mentioned how thrilling it is to walk out that gangplank?  The alligator-

infested Florida Everglades is starting to look like a safer location! 

Harvey     

 


